Immunity and counter-immunity during infection with the parapoxvirus orf virus.
Orf virus is a DNA parapoxvirus that causes orf, an acute debilitating skin disease of sheep, goats and humans. In sheep, a vigorous immune response involving neutrophils, dermal dendritic cells, T cells, B cells and antibody is generated after infection. CD4(+) T cells, IFN-gamma and to a lesser extent CD8(+) T cells are involved in partial protection against infection. In spite of this, orf virus can repeatedly infect sheep albeit with reduced lesion size and time to resolution compared to primary infection. This is due at least in part to the action of virus immuno-modulator proteins that interfere with host immune and inflammatory responses. These include: an interferon resistance protein; a viral orthologue of mammalian IL-10 (vIL-10) that is an anti-inflammatory cytokine; and a novel inhibitor of the cytokines GM-CSF and IL-2 (GIF). The virus also encodes a virulence protein that is an orthologue of mammalian vascular endothelial growth factor. The study of the immuno-modulator proteins provides an insight into disease pathogenesis and important elements of a host protective response. This information will be used to devise a rational disease control strategy.